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Before accessing stores, please ensure you are aware of the Stores Safety Notice:
-

-

-

To have read and understood the Safety Notice, and take good notice of any updated notices of
signage displayed outside the stores, or inside and on/or near equipment.
To take due reasonable care and precaution with all equipment.
To not use or tamper with other equipment not owned by the Society, such as that owned by
UBMC, unless I have received explicit authorisation from the custodians of such equipment.
To securely lock the door after each use, and never leave the store room unattended whilst open.
To take responsibility for others in stores under your supervision.
To report any incidents, accidents, or near misses immediately to the Kit and Safety Officers
ubes-kit@bris.ac.uk.
To report any faulty equipment, or suspected faulty equipment, immediately to the Kit and Safety
Officers AND mark it conspicuously with RED tape. If no red tape is available, the item should
be removed from stores and held until it can be transferred into custody of the Kit and Safety
Officers.
Not to use or remove ANY equipment without the direct authorisation of a Kit and Safety Officer.
To request permission each time equipment is needed for an extended period. When granted,
permission should not be assumed to be perpetual, unless this is clearly stated in writing.
To return any equipment borrowed in a timely fashion, and no later than the due date stated by
the Kit and Safety Officer.
To NEVER use any equipment with RED tape, or remove the RED tape under ANY circumstances.
Red tape indicates a serious fault or suspected fault. Failure to comply may lead to personal
injury or death, to yourself or others.
I understand that unsupervised access may be revoked at any time, for any reason or no reason
at all. I understand that I may be required to re-submit this declaration at least once a year.
I have read and understood the UBES Risk Assessment, and agree to abide by its instructions.
I have read and understood the BMC Participation Statement.
I absolve the Society, its officers, the University, and Bristol SU of any and all responsibility
pertaining to this equipment and its use or misuse. I understand that some equipment, and use
or misuse of it, may cause or lead to personal injury or death.
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